Aim to qualify to practise Law in Scotland?

- Hold a first degree?
  - No
  - Yes

  **LLB [Scots Law] (4 years)**

- **Graduate LLB [Scots Law] (2 years)**

  **Admission:**
  - UCAS (Open Sept – 15 Jan)
  - LNAT (National Admissions Test for Law) – Scots Law

**LLB [Scots Law] Compulsory Courses**

  - Pathway to Legal Practice in Scotland – Qualifying Law Degree courses

**Scotland**

Do not aim to practise law?

Any programme

**LLB [Common Law] (4 years)**

**Graduate LLB [Common Law] (2 years)**

**LLB [Common Law] + LLM (2 + 1 years)**

**Aim to practise law in a common law jurisdiction?**

- Hold a first degree?
  - No
  - No
  - Yes

  **LLB [Common Law] Compulsory Courses**

  - Pathway to Bar Exams (England and Wales)

**Pathways to Bar Exams (Other jurisdictions)**

**England & Wales**

- Solicitor Qualifying Examination
  - Two-year training contract

**USA**

- US professional qualification and training period

**Other Jurisdictions**

- Other jurisdictions’ professional qualification and training period

**Qualified lawyer in Scotland**

**Qualified lawyer in England and Wales**

**Intra-UK Transfer Test**

**Qualified Lawyer Transfer Test**

**Admission:**
- UCAS (Opens in Sept)
- LNAT not required

**Qualified lawyer in Scotland**

**Qualified lawyer in England and Wales**

**Admission:**
- UCAS (Opens in September)
- LNAT not required